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Abstract. In this paper, the approximate solutions by using the undetermined fuzzy coefficients
method and the exact solutions by using the Hukuhara differentiability of second-order fuzzy
linear boundary value problems with constant coefficients are investigated. Thus, comparisons
of the found solutions are given.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Many researchers study fuzzy differential equations. Because, fuzzy differential
equations form the mathematical model of real world problems in which uncertainty.
Fuzzy differential equations can be solved with several approach. The first approach
is Hukuhara differentiability. Firstly, the existence and uniqueness of the solution of
fuzzy differential equation were examined [7, 14]. The second approach is general-
ized differentiability. Khastan and Nieto [15] found new solutions for some fuzzy
boundary value problems using the generalized differentiability. Using the general-
ized differentiability, they found solutions for larger class of fuzzy boundary value
problems than using the Hukuhara differentiability. The third approach generate the
fuzzy solution from the crips solution. This can be three ways. The first one is ex-
tension principle and here the initial value is taken as a real constant, crips problem
is solved and then the real constant in the solution is replaced with the fuzzy ini-
tial value [7, 8]. The second way is the concept of differential inclusion [13]. Here,
the alpha-cut of the initial value is taken and the differential equation is converted
to a differential inclusion. The third way consider the fuzzy problem to be a set of
crips problem [10]. Howewer, many fuzzy initial and boundary value problems can
not be solved as analytical every time. Thus, to find approximate solutions of these
c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problems is important. The numeric methods were introduced in [1, 2, 4]. Allahvir-
anloo [3] found the approximate solution of nth-order linear differential equations
with fuzzy initial conditions by the collocation method. Guo at al. [11] found the ap-
proximate solution of a class of-second-order linear differential equation with fuzzy
boundary value conditions by the undetermined fuzzy coefficients method.
In this paper, the approximate solutions by using the undetermined fuzzy coef-
ficients method and the exact solutions by using the Hukuhara differentiability of
second-order fuzzy linear boundary value problems constant coefficients are invest-
igated . Thus, comparison results of the found solutions are given. The aim of this
study is to investigate how close the exact solutions to of the approximate solutions
by the undetermined fuzzy coefficients method of fuzzy boundary value problems for
fuzzy differential equations with the positive and negative constant coefficients.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Definition 1 ([16]). A fuzzy number is a mapping u W R! Œ0;1 satisfying the
following properties:
u is normal: 9x0 2 R for which u.x0/D 1,
u is convex fuzzy set: u.xC .1 /y/ >minfu.x/ ;u.y/g for all x;y 2 R; 2
Œ0;1 ;
u is upper semi-continuous on R,
cl fxR j u.x/ > 0g is compact, where cl denotes the closure of a subset.
Let RF denote the set of all fuzzy numbers.
Definition 2 ([15]). Let uRF . The ˛-level set of u, denoted , Œu˛, 0 < ˛  1;
is Œu˛ D fxR j u.x/ ˛g : If ˛ D 0; Œu0 D cl fsuppug D cl fxR j u.x/ > 0g :The
notation, Œu˛ D u˛;u˛ denotes explicitly the ˛-level set of u, where u˛ and u˛
denote the left-hand endpoint and the right-hand endpoint of Œu˛, respectively.




is a valid ˛-level set.





the parametric form of a fuzzy number as follows:
u˛ is bounded monotonic increasing (non-decreasing) left-continuous function on
.0;1 and right-continuous for ˛ D 0 ,
u˛ is bounded monotonic decreasing (non-increasing) left-continuous function on
.0;1 and right-continuous for ˛ D 0,
u˛  u˛; 0 ˛  1.
Definition 3 ([16]). If A is a symmetric triangular fuzzy number with support
Œa;a, the ˛ level set of A is ŒA˛ D A˛;A˛ D haCa a2 ˛;a a a2 ˛i ;
.A1 D A1; A1 A˛ D A˛ A1/:
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is the distance between fuzzy numbers u and v:
Definition 5 ([11, 15, 17]). Let u;v 2 RF : If there exists w 2 RF such that u D
vCw; then w is called the Hukuhara difference of fuzzy numbers u and v; and it is
denoted by w D u	v:
Definition 6 ([5, 11, 15]). Let f W Œa;b! RF and t0 2 Œa;b : We say that f is
Hukuhara differential at t0; if there exists an element f
0
.t0/ 2 RF such that for all










D f 0 .t0/ :
Lemma 1 ([6]). If g W Œa;b! R is differential on Œa;b such that g0 ;g00 are
non-negative and monotonic increasing on Œa;b ; then 8c 2 RF ;f .x/ D cg .x/ is
differential on Œa;b and
f
0
.x/D cg0 .x/ ;f 00 .x/D cg00 .x/ ;8x 2 Œa;b :








where, k .t/ ; k D 0;1; :::;N are positive basic functions whose all differentiations
are positive.
Lemma 2 ([3, 11]). Let the basis functions k .t/ ;k D 0;1; :::;N and all of their












.t/D y.i/N .t/ ; i D 0;1;2:
3. SECOND-ORDER FUZZY LINEAR BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS
3.1. The case of positive constant coefficient
Consider the fuzzy boundary value problem
y00.t/D y.t/; t 2 Œ0;` (3.1)
y.0/D A; y.`/D B; (3.2)
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3.1.1. The Exact Solution with Hukuhara Differentiability







by using the Hukuhara differentiability. Then, the lower solution and the upper solu-























































































































3.1.2. The Approximate Solution with the Undetermined Fuzzy Coefficients Method






kk .t/ ; (3.3)
where, k .t/ ; k D 0;1; :::;N are positive basic functions whose all differentiations






k .˛/k .t/ ; y˛.t/D
NX
kD0
k .˛/k .t/ ;
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k .˛/k .t/D 0:
Using the boundary conditions (3.2),
NX
kD0





































k .˛/k D 0; (3.4)
NX
kD0
















k .˛/k D 0; (3.7)
NX
kD0
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NX
kD0






Let us write the equations (3.4) - (3.9) as









0@ 1 2 ::: N00 01 ::: 0N
`0 `1 ::: `N
1A ; S2 D
0@ 0 0 ::: 00 0 ::: 0




0 1 ::::N 0 1::::N
T
; Y .˛/D  0 A˛ B˛ 0 A˛ B˛T :
From this, 0; 1, ::::N ; 0; 1; :::;N are solved and the approximate solution is
obtained [11].
Example 1. Consider the fuzzy boundary value problem




























Using the Hukuhara differentiability, the lower exact solution and the upper exact
solution of the fuzzy differential equation (3.10) are obtained as
Y ˛.t/D c1.˛/et C c2.˛/e t ; (3.12)
Y ˛.t/D c1.˛/et C c2.˛/e t : (3.13)



























































2   e  32
are obtained. Now, let us find the approximate solution. Let
k .t/D tk;k D 0;1;2:
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2  t2D 0 (3.17)
and from the boundary conditions (3.11),
y
˛

































Taking t D 1
2

















are obtained. From here, the coefficients 1; 2 are obtained as
1 D 0:9667505819 0:57381463442˛;
2 D 0:29521411946C0:12176724731˛:















are obtained. From here, the coefficients 1; 2 are obtained as
1 D 2:1143798507C0:57381463442˛;
2 D 0:53874861409 0:12176724731˛:
Substituting these values in (3.14) and (3.15), the lower approximate solution and the

















Comparison the results of the lower exact solution and the lower approximate
solution
˛ Y ˛.t/ y˛
.t/ Error
0 0:9905872695 0:99036201559 0:00022525391
0:1 1:04009866465 1:03978832272 0:00031034193
0:2 1:0896100598 1:08921462985 0:00039542995
0:3 1:13912145495 1:13864093698 0:00048051797
0:4 1:1886328501 1:18806724411 0:00056533599
0:5 1:23814424525 1:23749355125 0:000650694
0:6 1:2876556404 1:28691985838 0:00073578202
0:7 1:33716703555 1:33634616551 0:00082087004
0:8 1:3866784307 1:38577247264 0:00090595806
0:9 1:43618982585 1:43519877977 0:00099104608
1 1:485701221 1:48462508691 0:00107613409
Comparison the results of the upper exact solution and the upper approximate
solution
˛ Y ˛.t/ y˛.t/ Error
0 1:9808151724 1:97891007635 0:00190509605
0:1 1:93130377726 1:92948267332 0:00182110394
0:2 1:88179238212 1:88005527028 0:00173711184
0:3 1:83228098698 1:83062786724 0:00165311974
0:4 1:1886328501 1:7812004642 0:00156912763
0:5 1:78276959183 1:73177306116 0:00148513553
0:6 1:73325819669 1:68234565813 0:00140114342
0:7 1:68374680155 1:63291825509 0:00131715131
0:8 1:58472401126 1:58349085205 0:00123315921
0:9 1:53521261612 1:53406344901 0:00114916711
1 1:48570122097 1:48463604597 0:001065175
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3.2. The case of negative constant coefficient
Consider the fuzzy boundary value problem
y00.t/D y.t/; (3.22)
y.0/D A; y.`/D B; (3.23)
where  > 0.
3.2.1. The Exact Solution with Hukuhara Differentiability







by using the Hukuhara differentiability and the fuzzy arithmetic property  Y ˛;Y ˛
D  Y ˛; Y ˛ : Then, the lower solution and the upper solution of the fuzzy differ-
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3.2.2. The Approximate Solution with the Undetermined Fuzzy Coefficients Method






kk .t/ ; (3.24)
where, k .t/ ; k D 0;1; :::;N are positive basic functions whose all differentiations






k .˛/k .t/ ; y˛.t/D
NX
kD0
k .˛/k .t/ ;
respectively. Substituting the equation (3.24) in the fuzzy differential equation (3.22)


























k .˛/k .t/D 0:
Using the boundary conditions (3.23),
NX
kD0








































k .˛/"k D 0; (3.25)
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NX
kD0



















k .˛/"k D 0; (3.28)
NX
kD0














Let us write the equations (3.25) - (3.30) as









0@ 1 2 ::: N00 01 ::: 0N
`0 `1 ::: `N
1A ; S2 D
0@ "1 "2 ::: "N0 0 ::: 0




0 1::::N ;0 1::::N
T
;Y .˛/D  0 A˛B˛0:A˛B˛T :
From this, 0; 1, ::::N ; 0; 1; :::;N are solved and the approximate solution is
obtained.
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Then, using the boundary conditions (3.32), the lower exact solution and the upper
























































k .t/D tk;k D 0;1;2:



















.t/Cy˛.t/D 0) 0C1tC2t2C22 D 0;
y
00
˛.t/Cy˛.t/D 0) 0C1tC2t2C22 D 0
are obtained. From the boundary conditions (3.32), it yields
y
˛
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Comparison the results of the lower exact solution and the lower approximate
solution
˛ Y ˛.t/ y˛
.t/ Error
0 0:9698116325 0:2517893899 0:7180222426
0:1 1:0193230276 0:3012167929 0:7181062347
0:2 1:0688344228 0:350644196 0:7181902268
0:3 1:1183458179 0:400071599 0:7182742189
0:4 1:1678572131 0:4494990021 0:718358211
0:5 1:2173686082 0:4989264051 0:7184422031
0:6 1:2668800033 0:5483538081 0:7185261952
0:7 1:3163913985 0:5977812112 0:7186101873
0:8 1:3659027936 0:6472086142 0:7186941794
0:9 1:4154141888 0:6966360173 0:7187781715
1 1:4649255839 0:7460634203 0:7188621636
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Comparison the results of the upper exact solution and the upper approximate
solution
˛ Y ˛.t/ y˛.t/ Error
0 1:9600395353 1:245075275 0:7149642603
0:1 1:9105281402 1:195647872 0:7148802682
0:2 1:861016745 1:1462204689 0:7147962761
0:3 1:8115053499 1:0967930659 0:714712284
0:4 1:7619939547 1:0473656628 0:7146282919
0:5 1:7124825596 0:9979382598 0:7145442998
0:6 1:6629711645 0:9485108568 0:7144603077
0:7 1:6134597693 0:8990834537 0:7143763156
0:8 1:5639483742 0:8496560507 0:7142923235
0:9 1:514436979 0:8002286476 0:7142083314
1 1:4649255839 0:7508012446 0:7141243393
4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the approximate solutions by using the undetermined fuzzy coef-
ficients method and the exact solutions by using the Hukuhara differentiability of
second-order fuzzy linear boundary value problems with positive and negative con-
stant coefficients are investigated. The values of the exact and approximate solutions
are computed for each ˛ D 0; 0:1; 0;2; 0;3; 0:4; 0:5; 0:6; 0:7; 0:8; 0:9; 1: The error
values between the exact and approximate solutions are found. Thus, comparison
results of the found solutions are given. While the error values increase for the lower
solutions of the worked problems, the error values decrease for the upper solutions.
But, the error values for negative constant coefficient case are the more than the errors
values for the positive constant coefficient case.
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